Warm Season’s Greetings from the Editor’s desk,

First of all, I would like to offer my sincere thanks to all the members of CAESOK for re-electing me and my team for another term as Editor of the journal. CAESOK as an organization is growing bigger every year and I am happy to say that our journal is also making significant progress. This issue has more scientific research papers than its previous editions.

Documentation of clinical records is an area of concern in our country. With newer regulations like clinical establishment bill on the anvil, it will be soon mandatory to maintain proper case records, billing details and reports. It will go a long way in providing quality care to the patients as our treatment often requires long-term follow-up to ascertain the prognosis of the treatment.

Scientific publication of research and cases is the accepted norm in advancing newer concepts in our specialty to the world and I feel with the newer regulations it will encourage the clinicians to share their findings and case reports by publishing them.

Let me take this opportunity to thank you all, especially the Executive Committee of CAESOK for the support and co-operation extended to the editorial team.

Happy Reading!

Ganesh Chitharanjan MDS
Editor-in-Chief
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